
Discover Their Type: Help your child discover their Human Design type
(Manifestor, Generator, Projector, Reflector). This fundamental insight will guide
their understanding of themselves. (See next page for type)
Respect Individuality: Emphasize that each child is unique. Encourage them to
embrace their design and honor the differences they see in others.
Teach Decision-Making: Teach them to make decisions based on their type's
strategy and their inner authority. (See next page for Strategy & Authority)
Nurture Centers: Support them in balancing and developing their Centers.
Discuss the strengths and challenges associated with their defined and
undefined Centers.
Explore Profiles: Explore their Profile and Incarnation Cross. Discuss how this
shapes their life path and purpose, and encourage self-discovery in this context.
Encourage Self-Reflection: Encourage regular self-reflection and journaling to
track their experiences, decisions, and patterns. This fosters a deeper
understanding of their design.
Respect Boundaries: Teach them the importance of respecting personal
boundaries and recognizing the unique needs of others based on their designs.
Communication: Foster open and non-judgmental communication within the
family. Allow them to share their Human Design-related insights and
experiences.
Lead by Example: Model self-awareness and self-acceptance. Show them that
you, too, are on a journey of understanding and growth.
Support, Not Limitation: Remind them that Human Design is a tool for self-
awareness, not a limitation. They have the power to shape their lives while
honoring their design.
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Incorporating these principles into your parenting approach can empower your
youth to understand and embrace their Human Design while navigating life
with confidence and authenticity.

Exploring Human Design

Human Design is an experiment of learning your unique genetic makeup, as a
map to your path of purpose. Knowing your Human design can help guide a
journey of empowerment for you and your children.

10 Steps to Explore Empowered Parenting & Self Mastery with Human Design

I also write artistic books for all
ages to inspire our connection
to nature and the cosmos,
encouraging the realization
that we are part nature, part
nurture and we can learn to
nurture our nature.

Hello! My name is Jocelyn Anna
Lernout and I have been
studying tools of self awareness
for self empowerment for 15
years.  I have found Human
design to be one of the best
tools to gain insight into one’s
unique path of potential.

The Human Design Chart is a
blueprint of the energy imprint of
the influence of the cosmos, when
you are born. It is a mix of chakras
astrology, the ancient I’ching and
Kabbalah, put into one chart.
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